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Agenda
I. Approval of the minutes of the meeting of IQAC dated 28/08/2020'

II. ATR on the minutes of the meeting of IQAC dated zB/08/2020

IIL Review and recommendation of Policy pertaining to minor courses

IV. Review and recommendation of Training and Consultancy Policy

V. Review and recommendation of Research Policy

VI. Review and recommendation of Faculty Development Policy

vll. Formalization and recommendation of Psychological consultants' Panel

VIII. AOB with the permission of the Chair
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meeting with Dr. Bindiya M Varghese,VlOean-Computer Science, RCSS) regarding the
refocusing to be done. He also asserted on the time schedule and deadlines to be followed
in all NAAC related activities.

1

Agenda Points
Prof. Sreevalsa Kumar read the Agenda Points to be discussed and finalized in the
meeting.

I. Agenda Point: - Approval of the minutes of the meeting of IQAC dated
28 /08/2oz0
Director - IQAC presented the minutes of the 7th IQAC meeting, held on Z8th August
2020, and sought approval from the committee. The ATR associated with the same
was also submitted for the update of the actionable items since Iast meeting.
Discussion: -

The Minutes was discussed in detail by the members of the IQAC.

Resolution: -

The minutes of the meeting was unanimously approved without any modifications.

II. Agenda Point: - Approval of ATR on the minutes of the meeting of IQAC dated
28/08/2020
Director - IQAC presented the ATR, based on the resolutions of Agenda items of the
7th IQAC meeting, held on Z8th August 2020, and sought approval from the
committee.
Discussion: -
The ATR was discussed in detail by the members of the IQAC.

Resolution: -

The ATR was unanimously approved without any modifications.

III. Review and recommendation of Policy pertaining to minor courses
The Director of IQAC gave an introductory outline about the policy and its scope. The
Director IQAC invited suggestions from the members.

Discussion: -

Saurabh: - wherever there is a reference on "Minor Courses", it should be capitalized,
to avoid confusion between the generic term of "minor" in academic syllabus and the
"Minor Courses" to which this policy is pertaining to. There are certain areas where
Minor Courses are capitalized and some places where the term minor courses are not
capitalized. Hence, he suggested a uniformity in the policy regarding the term minor
courses.

The Vice-Chancellor and Director, IQAC seconded the suggestion made by Dr.
Saurabh. Ms. fayalskhmi Nanda suggested that this edit can be done by Ms. Rukma

@

Editor) after the finalization of the policy.



Dr. Ramakrishna Pejathaya suggest&: -

1. That the definition part of the policy is authored in a negative tone. He suggested

to redefine the definition in a more positive note. Ms. fayalakshmi Nanda

s,uggested that the definition can be borrowed from the course outline created to

define such courses so as to retain consistency in all documents.

2. In section 3.5 of the policy, it mentions any School in CW can offer the minor

courses. However, a course instructor can also offer courses bther than specific

to school. The term School can be replaced by faculty. Ms. fayalaksmi Nanda

informed that the minor committee has mapped all courses to their respective

Schools. In consensus with the concerned faculty, the ownership of the courses

falls under the Schools. The point was deliberated further by the Vice-Chancellor

and Director, IQAC. The Vice-Chancellor asserted on the fact that the policy does

not infringe the right of the course creator/coordinator regarding the

development of the courses.

3. The Minor Courses are of different nature and several courses can be offered

under minor category. There is specific as well as generic courses offered as

minor courses. Hence that description can be included so as to support the "De

Novo" factor in the minor courses.

4. He enquired about who is verifying the blend of IKS into the minor courses as in

recent times courses were not developed with IKS incorporated into the syllabus.

Hence such activity monitoring can be included in the policy. The Director IQAC,

informed that the flow of the course creation is included in the policy itself which

is self-explanatory regarding the enquiry made by Dr. Ramakrishna Pejathaya.

Ms. fayalakshmi Nanda informed that when the minor committee the charges

were well defined regarding the points made, and they are in fact responsible to

monitor such aspects.

The Director, IQAC informed that these are SOP issues regarding the policy. The Vice-

Chancellor mentioned that these are the operational factors. This was further

deliberated by the members.

Resolution: -

The policy was recommended to the Vice-Chancellor's office with modular edits

regarding definitions and committee can look into it and sent it directly to Vice-

Chancellor's office.

Review and recommendation of Training and Consultancy Policy

The Director of IQAC gave an introductory outline about the policy and its scope. The

Director IQAC invited suggestions from the members.

Discussion: -

Dr. Saurabh commented that in sections 4.7.L and 4.7.2 RPC has been mentioned

which is in out of with the statements made in the rest of the policy document.
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There is also mentioning of the OCCYommittee in all other areas except the above

sections. Director, IQAC commented that RPC is coming only when a proposal is to be

reviewed. Dr. Saurabh informed that the members in RPC and OCC are different and

hence why there is inclusion of RPC in the review since all other details are reviewed

by the OCC. The Vice-Chancellor made a point that in 4.7.1,. proposal submitted to be

reviewed by RPC, however in 4.7.4 it mentions OCC should recommend the proposals

to the Dean of Faculty which is a contradictory statement. He also'made a comment
that - keeping the previous statement into consideration, shouldn't RPC be

forwarding the document to the Dean of Faculty. Dr. Vinod informed he made a

typographical error in drafting the policy which created the confusion hence can be

corrected accordingly. He also added that in 4.7.2 RPC shall be retained since a

member from RPC is required to review the same.

Dr. Satheesh Varma pointed that in the section 6.3.7 the ratio mentioned is 60:40

which should be 50:50 as indicated in the earlier draft of the policy. The Director,
IQAC, mistaking 60 for faculty mentioned that this itself provides an ample monetary

benefit for the faculty. Dr. Vinod implied that during the initial sessions of the draft
and further meeting with CFO, it was mentioned that 60:40 is the thumb rule and, in

the policy, it is mentioned that this ratio is applicable only to projects generating

greater than Rs. 15000 in monetary gains. The Vice-Chancellor pointed that it is
based on Net Revenue and hence the lead working on the same will be compensated

over and above this ratio. Much deliberation was made by the members regarding

the sharing of the monetary gains and was concluded that the ratio shall be revisited

by the VC in consultation with the CFO.

Resolution: -

It was resolved that the policy shall be recommended to the Vice-Chancellor's office

for approval. The VC was accorded the power to finalize the revenue sharing ratio in
consultations with the right offices.

V. Review and recommendation of Research Policy
The Director of IQAC gave an introductory outline about the policy and its scope. The
Director IQAC invited suggestions from the members.

Discussions: -

Dr. Ramakrishna Pejathaya:

In section 3.3, Ashtavadhanam activity and performing arts may not be included. If
there are any new creations only then these should be included. Dr. Vinayak also

seconded the statement made by Dr. Ramakrishna. Dr. Vinayak suggested that
Ashtavashanam is purely a "Kala" or an art and research is different from art. The

Vice-Chancellor informed that the definition is activities involving substantial

in the field of performing arts including Ashtavadhanam. Hence it is the

and scholarly articles are included in the research not otherwise. The
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Director, IQAC also seconded that statement made by the Vice-Chancellor' Dr.

Ramakrishna asserted by giving an example - Geeta [Bhagvad Geeta) and

Management requires lot of research and IKS implementation. Such courses can be

taken as research. The members further deliberated much on the policy matters.

Resolution: -

It was resolved that the policy shall be recommended to the Vice-Chancellor's office

without any edits.

VI. Review and recommendation of Faculty Development Policy

The Director of IQAC gave an introductory outline about the policy and its scope. The

Director IQAC invited suggestions from the members.

Discussions: -

The Vice-Chancellor raised concern regarding the budget for the Rs. 25000 during

the start of the academic year. Dr. Vinod mentioned that the amount was finalized

after consultation with the leadership of CW and the CFO suggested the term

reimbursement based on the taxable component of the amount to be incorporated'

The Vice-Chancellor informed that this is not in addition to the academic allowance.

Ms. f ayalakshmi Nanda informed that it can be done during the release of the office

order pertaining to the subject. Dr. Vinod mentioned that it is facilitated to encourage

the faculty to attend or conduct FDPs with the assurance that a total of Rs. 25000 is

availed to them individually. The Vice-Chancellor asserted that there should be an

approval process since there are hidden cost involved in the conference proceedings

such as Duty Leave, where in some other faculty has to substitute for the academic

sessions that needs to be handled by the conference attendee.

Dr. Ramakrishna informed that budget allocation cannot 6e made during the start of

the academic year since all conference are usually intimated by the Universities/

institutions only one month in advance. The Vice-Chancellor suggested that this can

be reviewed and revised periodically'

Resolution: -

It was resolved that the policy shall be recommended to the Vice-Chancellor's office

without any edits.

y1I. Formalization and recommendation of Psychological Consultants' Panel

Director, IQAC gave a brief background on the rationale behind the formalization

of the panel. He mentioned that in any University/ HEIs, there are always

occuryences of students having a mental breakdown for which a professional

approach to handle such situations is required. CW did have a counsellor who

later enrolled into the MSc. Programme in CW. Since there were no counsellors

appointed at CW, the faculty of PPSH with Psychology expertise were handling

such issues of students on an ad-hoc basis. However, we are in urgent need of

rts recognized by the University to deal with such situations. As a start the
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faculty of PPSH with expertise and qualified in relevant field may be approached
for their willingness to be a part of such a panel.
The Director, IQAC welcomed suggestions from the members of the IQAC. The
Vice-Chancellor seconded that statement made, however raised concern
regarding the non-disclosure agreement regarding the observations made by the
panel when they perform their consultancy duty. He also mentioned that all
members need not meet a single student to observe and repoit of the incidents.
Director IQAC, informed that the student has the freedom to choose a single
member from the panelists. However, if any particular panelist is engaged with
many numbers of cases, onlythen the student may be advised to choose a different
member from the same panel. Appropriate advice shall be given to the studen!
his/her parents and to the CW administration as well.
The Vice-Chancellor enquired about the keeping of the records pertaining to the
service provided in such nature. The Director, IQAC informed that the consultant
shall keep the record for the same and such records are confidential in nature
which shall be accessible only to the student and their respective consultant. The
Vice-Chancellor thanked the Psychology faculty for coming forward with such
initiatives which are beyond their call of duty.

Resolution: -

It was resolved that a formal recommendation from the IQAC would be sent to the
office of the VC to form such a panel and operationalize.

VIII. Agenda Point: - Any Other Business
1. I QA C meetinginterval

The Director, IQAC mentioned that upon reviewing the recommendations made
by Dr. Bindiya, the IQAC meeting shall be called for once in every 3 months
rather than monthly. However monthly meetings shall be convened by the NAAC
criteria core team.

Discussion: -
It was discussed in detail by the members of the IQAC members. The vice-
Chancellor mentioned that it is too laborious to meet the entire IQAC member
on a monthly basis and such 3-month duration shall yield more results.

Resolution: -

It was resolved that the IQAC meeting shall be held once in every three months
however matters that require immediate attention of the IQAC members shall
be intimated through circulars.

2. Alumni Association Policy
Dr. Saurabh requested that since the policy needs to be worked on a priority
basis, can it be circulated among the IQAC members so that feedback can be
collected sooner.
Discussion: -
The matter was d
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Resolution: -

It was resolved that the policy created shall be circulated for the comments of
the IQAC team members.

To conclude, the Director, IQAC extended a vote of thanks. The meeting was adjourned
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